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April 27, 2021 
 
To Friends of Norman Lane, 
 
Joseph Edward "Ed" Carter (see photos, page 2, top) was born in Texarkana, Arkansas, on March 13, 
1921. His father, Joseph Edgar Carter (1893-1966), worked as a blacksmith and carpenter, and his mother, 
Mary Alice (Zachery) Carter (1891-1960), was a housewife and homemaker. Ed had a half-brother, 
Marion, and he attended North Heights High School, where he would graduate in May, 1940. Through his 
high school years and for a few months after graduation, Ed had worked with his father in carpentry. But 
in November, 1940, nineteen-year-old Ed Carter enlisted in the Army. Interviewed for a November, 2002, 
story in the Texarkana (AR) Gazette, Mr. Carter recalled: 
 
 I couldn't find work because the country was still going through a depression. Flying had always 
 interested me and I thought I could learn some trade in the Air Corps.  
 
The newspaper article, titled, "War taught ex-POW self-preservation, ingenuity," continued: 
 
 Events in Europe had already ignited World War II, but Carter said he didn't give much thought to 
 the conflict at the time. 
  Upon requesting to be placed in the U.S. Army Air Corps, Carter received orders to report 
 to Barksdale Airfield (now Barksdale Air Force Base) in Shreveport as a new enlistee making $21  

German V-1 "buzz bombs" over England. Left, An RAF Spitfire is about to flip the wing of a V-1 in order to knock 
it off balance and stop the flying bomb from reaching London (Alamy/Albatross, undated). Center, Prime Minister 
and Mrs. Churchill watch a fighter intercept a V-1 overhead. With them is daughter Mary, an officer with an 
interceptor battery in southern England, July 1, 1944 (Alamy). Right, Major Price and Captain Williams inspect the 
remains of a buzz bomb that hit 50 yards from the 568th Bomb Squadron revetment without causing any damage 
[The Story of the 390th Bombardment Group (H), undated]. 
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 a month. 
  "Back then that was big 
 money, or at least it was to 
 me," he said. 
  Trained as an aerial 
 photographer, the Air 
 Corps shipped Carter out to 
 Puerto Rico . . . 
  When war finally came 
 to America with the 
 Japanese attack on Pearl 
 Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, it 
 took Carter by surprise as 
 much as it did most other 
 Americans at the time. 
  "I didn't believe it 
 because it didn't make 

 sense for someone to just jump us like that," he said. 
  Nevertheless, the news sent Carter and his fellow servicemen streaming out of the 
 nightclubs and back to their bases. The war also brought on a fresh demand for pilots within the 
 Air Corps and prompted Carter to seek the challenge. 
  After being accepted for flight training, Carter shuttled from flight school to flight school 
 throughout the U.S. for the next 11 months. 
  "That was the most traveling I had ever done in my life up to that time," he said. "Back 
 then, I had never been further than my backyard except for the time I went to Garland City, (Ark.) 
 to play in a school basketball game. Sometimes, it seemed like I would never get out of flight 
 school." 
   
We do not have his training record, but we do know that part of the program, probably his preflight 
training, took place at Kelly Field in San Antonio, where Owen Burgess also began his Air Corps career 
early in 1942. Mr. Carter received his appointment as an Army Flight Officer (F/O) on February 16, 
1943—two days before 
Owen Burgess received his 
navigator's wings at Hondo 
Army Air Field, Texas. On 
March 18, five days after 
his twenty-second birthday, 
F/O Carter was flying a B-
17 training mission with 
Crew #10, 318th Bomb 
Squadron, 88th Bomb 
Group, based at Walla 
Walla, Washington. The 
aircraft, piloted by 2ndLt. 
Charles Hull, with F/O 
Carter as copilot, carried 
eight other crew members 
when it departed Redmond 
Army Air Field, Oregon, at 
1:15 p.m. local time. At 

Ed Carter, of Texarkana, Arkansas, served with the AAF and USAF during and 
after the war. Left, he was appointed as a Flight Officer on February 16, 1943. 
Center, he flew as Copilot with one of the original 568th Bomb Squadron crews 
of the 390th. Right, he served in the Air Force Reserves after the war, reaching 
the rank of Major. 
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5:00 that afternoon, while "flying deliberately low against repeated squadron and group orders," 2ndLt. 
Hull "struck a line of wires in the vicinity of Adrian, Oregon." F/O Joseph Carter's official statement for 
the aircraft accident report is given above (page 2, bottom): 
 
The full story on the aircraft accident can be read at: https://tinyurl.com/March-4-1943 (pages 11-16). In 
March, 2021, Mr. Carter's son Joe added his recollection based on conversations with his father about the 
accident: 
 
 From what Dad said this is his story. They had departed Walla Walla for a  training mission, and 
 one of the crew members had a girlfriend who was a teacher in Redmond, OR. They decided to 
 buzz the school, and when pulling out of the low-level buzz, flew into the power lines. Upon 
 arrival back at home station, they could see the reception committee standing on the tarmac in 
 front of Base Operations. When they departed the plane Dad and Hull were confined to quarters, 
 and both were court-martialed. The punishment was that they had to pay 25 cents a month until 
 either the aircraft was paid for, or until they shipped out. They never made a payment, as they 
 shipped out shortly afterwards.   
 
The March 15, 1943, roster for officers of the 88th Bomb Group had included F/O Joseph E. Carter as a 
"Pilot" with the 318th Bomb Squadron. But the April 1 roster would list him as a member of the 317th 
Bomb Squadron. And on April 13, based on evidence described in previous installments in this series, 
F/O Joseph E. Carter arrived at Geiger Field, Washington, with the crew led by 2ndLt. Edward C. 
Peterson. There they and other crews would join the fledgling 390th Bomb Group. Lt. Peterson would be 
relieved of his aircraft command, about three weeks before the deployment of the 390th to the ETO, and 
Captain James Pedersen would replace him as crew leader. F/O Carter would become the copilot for Capt. 
Pedersen's crew, which was in turn one of the original crews of the 568th Bomb Squadron, 390th Bomb 
Group. By mid-July, 1943, the Pedersen crew, together with other combat crews of the 390th, would 
reach their new Framlingham base—from which they would launch operations against the Hitler war 
machine in Europe. 
 
With the exception of his military service, Mr. Ed Carter lived in Texarkana most of his life. When he 
died at his home in Texarkana in 2016, he was ninety-five years of age. His grave marker in Hillcrest 
Cemetery there carries a replica of a World War II Army officer's eagle badge insignia below the plate 
bearing his name. Below the insignia, there appear the letters, "USAF." 
 

* * * 
 
The B-17F, aircraft serial number 42-3328, had been built by the Douglas Aircraft Company (in a 
partnership with Boeing) at its plant in Long Beach, California, and delivered to the Army on May 10, 
1943. Assigned to the 568th Bomb Squadron, 390th Bomb Group, at Framlingham on July 15, this B-17 
became the primary aircraft (twelve of fourteen combat missions) flown by Capt. Pedersen and crew. As 
described in the "390th Bombardment Group (H): History—August, 1943," provided by Dave Nelson of 
the 390th Bomb Group (Moller's Maulers) Facebook group and by the Air Force Historical Research 
Agency (AFHRA), ("Aircraft Art & Names"): 
 
 The Flying Fortresses of the group are given names and decorations based on sentiment, humor or 
 whim. The pictures painted on the noses of the aircraft are illustrated [photo, page 4, top] . . . A 
 partial list of the names of the aircraft follows . . . 
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The name of Capt. J.C. Pedersen was listed 
beside the name of his aircraft: Miss 
Fortune (shown near center of photo, left).   
 
Bob Jesko, a nephew of S/Sgt. Emil 
Mateyak, the Tail Gunner for the Pedersen 
crew who was killed in action on October 8, 
1943, has researched the story of his uncle, 
the Pedersen crew, and their aircraft for 
over forty years. Thanks to Bob and Harry 
Gorden, son of 1stLt. Harry S. Gorden—
Bombardier with the Pedersen crew—we 
have four distinct photographs of Miss 
Fortune, her nose art, and other details. The 
first of these is the Pedersen crew photo 
(see below, left), taken at Framlingham 
after 1stLt. Owen Burgess had been 
transferred to the crew. The rendition of 
"Miss Fortune," reclining on a blanket, is 
clear. As to the time frame for this photo, 

note the absence of mission symbols near the pitot tube. Miss Fortune flew her first combat mission on 
August 19, 1943, so this picture was taken before that date, within the first month after she was assigned 
to the 568th Bomb Squadron. 
 
The second photo (see below, right) shows the copilot, F/O Joseph Carter, with Miss Fortune in a hangar 
at Framlingham. Bob Jesko made contact with Mr. Carter, then about sixty years of age, in 1981. Mr. 
Carter's undated letter (see page 6, top), replying to Bob's request for information, states that "the one 
[picture] of me and 'Miss Fortune' was taken July 1943," or within two weeks of the aircraft's assignment 
to the squadron. Note that "Miss Fortune" was a brunette at the time. 
 
The third photo (page 5, top) was obtained by Harry Gorden from the 390th Memorial Museum in 
December, 2019. There appear to be two mission symbols just forward of the pitot tube, just above the 
color line separating the upper and lower surfaces of the aircraft, which would put this photo in a late 
August time frame (second and third mission dates, August 27 and 31, respectively). The block lettering, 
"Miss Fortune," lacks the outlined style seen in the second photo. Finally, since copilot Joseph Carter 
occupied the right-hand seat in the cockpit, he added the inscription, "EDDIE & CHARLOTTE," below his 
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window. As shown in his letter to Bob Jesko (page 
6, top), Mr. Carter used the nickname, "Ed." His 
official Emergency Addressee, as it appears in the 
Missing Air Crew Report, was his wife, "Mrs.  
Charlotte T. Carter," of Texarkana. Since F/O 
Carter's marital status was given as "Single" on 
officer rosters in March and April, 1943, "Eddie 
and Charlotte" Carter may have married during his 
pre-deployment leave. 
 
The fourth and final photo (see below, left) shows 
Miss Fortune flying over England. Most details as 
described in the preceding are preserved. "Miss 
Fortune" appears to be a brunette again. But there 
are clearly more mission symbols—six or seven. 

This gives the photo a mid-September (seventh mission date, September 9) time frame. At some point, 
Bob Jesko shared some of his photos with the English aviation artist Geoff Pleasance, who painted a 
scene of Miss Fortune in flight (see below, right), very similar to that of the fourth photo. The artist also 
included seven mission symbols for the aircraft.  

 
In earlier installments in this series, there simply was not sufficient information available to determine 
whether: 1) the Pedersen crew had actually flown Miss Fortune from their transatlantic departure point in 
Canada, or 2) the Pedersen crew had been assigned their primary aircraft after arrival at Framlingham. 
The November, 2002, story about Mr. Carter in the Texarkana (AR) Gazette, cited on pages 1-2, answers 
this question: 
 
 Carter flew his B-17, named "Miss Fortune," from Newfoundland to Scotland in a course that 
 traversed the Atlantic Ocean some 500 feet above the water's surface. 
  "We were riding the jet stream air flow (from the North Pole), which helped carry us to 
 Scotland, but we still had to fly low to conserve every drop of fuel we could to get across the 
 ocean," he [Mr. Carter] said. "The whole flight took 11 hours and 45 minutes."  
 

* * * 
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Staff Sergeant Frank Grubb had written that letter 
to his great-aunt, Mrs. Henry Nichols, of Challis, 
Idaho, on Wednesday, August 11, 1943. We do 
not know when Mrs. Nichols received Frank's 
letter from England, but we do know that the 
transcript was published in the weekly Challis 
(ID) Messenger on Wednesday, August 25. As of 
that Wednesday in the summer of 1943, the 390th 
Bomb Group had completed its sixth combat 
mission over occupied Europe and Germany. 
Those crews that had completed the Regensburg 
shuttle mission had returned to base on August 24, 
after bombing an enemy airdrome at Bordeaux, 
France, on their return flight from North Africa. 
And, on August 19, S/Sgt. Grubb, F/O Carter, 
1stLt. Owen Burgess, and the six other men of 
Capt. James Pedersen's crew had had their first 
taste of aerial combat on the mission to 
Woensdrecht, Holland.  
 
As described in the "390th Bombardment Group 

(H): History—August, 1943," the Woensdrecht mission would not turn out to be a particularly auspicious 
first assignment. Seven aircraft from the 390th were dispatched; the primary and secondary targets were 
the enemy airdromes at Woensdrecht and Gilze Rijen, respectively. Woensdrecht, today about two miles 
from the shores of the "Markiezaatsmeer," or Marquisate Lake, and fifteen miles north-northwest of 
Antwerp, is about twenty-nine miles west-southwest of Gilze Rijen. But, as summarized in the August 
history, both targets were blanketed by overcast, and no bombs were dropped. All aircraft returned safely. 
 
 In his personal memoir, Owen Burgess summed up his first thirteen combat missions and those 
experiences in one paragraph, which reads: 
 
 We made about 12-14 missions to France, Belgium, Holland and Germany. Some missions were 
 "milk runs," while on others we had fighters hit us most of the time. We did have "Spitfire" escort 
 at first but they had low fuel capacity and could hardly go across the channel and back. Later we 
 had P-47 escort and they could go as far as Emden, Germany. One day we saw the long range P-
 38's on the ground at one of [the] fighter bases and we became quite excited. Lo! it was not to  
 be . . . 
 
Owen Burgess' good friends from the 568th Bomb Squadron—pilots Hiram Skogmo and Wade Sneed and 
Merle Cloud, navigator with the Skogmo crew—were in North Africa on August 19, while 1stLt. Burgess 
was flying the Woensdrecht mission. While Owen would likely have included his first mission among the 
"milk runs," Skogmo, Sneed, and Cloud had come through a very different experience on the Regensburg 
mission two days before. First Lieutenant Sneed and his crew had saluted their aircraft, Blood, Guts and 
Rust, as she had nosed down into the waters of the Mediterranean, thirteen miles from the Algerian coast. 
First Lieutenant Skogmo would be so moved by his experience after returning safely from the Regensburg 
shuttle mission, that he would christen his Flying Fortress with the name, Six Nights in Telergma (see 
photo, page 7, top)—Telergma (Teleghma) is an Algerian town fifty miles from Bône (Annaba), where 
the survivors of the shuttle mission had regrouped. To use Owen Burgess' phrase, Skogmo, Sneed, and 
Cloud had flown anything but a "milk run." 
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    * * * 
 
The next mission for the Pedersen crew would come three days 
after the crews led by Hiram Skogmo and the other survivors of 
Regensburg-North Africa-Bordeaux had returned to base. Only 
seven Group aircraft were used on the August 27 mission. "No 
enemy aircraft attacked our group," reads the mission synopsis, 
raising the question of whether this would be referred to as a 
second "milk run," in Owen Burgess' words. Milk run or not, 
the August 27 mission to Watten, France—twelve miles inland 
from the coast, and equidistant (sixteen-to-seventeen miles)  
from the coastal cities of Calais and Dunkirk—had a much 
more vital objective (see photos, page 1, and below, right), as 
described in The History of the 390th Bombardment Group (H), 
referred to as the "Blue Book," going forward. The contempo-
rary mission synopsis simply describes the Watten target as a 
"secret installation of great importance," and an "aeronautical 
facilities station." 
 

  
The "Blue Book" adds considerably to the postwar 
description of the target: 
 
 In the summer of 1943 an unsuspecting 
 English public was on the horizon of a 
 mysterious development planned by the 
 Germans to end the war. 
  The cross patch of orchards, forests, 
 and fields that dotted the French coastal 
 district (later to become notorious as the 
 "Pas de Calais") contained innumerable 
 constructional works. . . . 
  Photo reconnaissance had discov- 
 ered the locations, and intelligence experts 
 had determined their intended use. Early in 
 the war the R.A.F. had pried out the story of 
 the Peenemunde experimental station, and 
 learned that the Germans were inventing a 
 series of rocket bombs, pilotless aircraft 
 loaded with explosives, and other terror 
 weapons designed for the total destruction 
 of London and the English coastal cities. 
  The citizenry was kept in the dark. 
 Only high officialdom knew of the threat 
 that could logically destroy English  
 cities. . . . 
  When the 390th went to a site at 
 Watten on 27 August 1943, seven crews 
 were briefed to attack an "aeronautical 
 installation." No one on the Base knew the 
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 use of the installation, but when two one-ton bombs were slung to the planes there was conjecture 
 that it was to attack something in the nature of forts that were to be used in repelling the  
 invasion. . . . 
  Soon afterwards it was disclosed that the sites were divided into two categories. One 
 massive concrete installation with a ramp was intended as a launching site for a form of rocket 
 bomb. Watten was of this type.  
 
In The Mighty Eighth (New York: Sterling Publishing, 2001), Roger Freeman added these statements on 
the Watten mission: 
 
 Aircrew opinion reckoned the structures [concrete structures, the "aeronautical facilities station"] 
 part of the coastal defences and not until much later was the true purpose of them revealed—
 launching bases for Hitler's secret V-weapons. This mission was the first of many under the code 
 name CROSSBOW, the Allied counter to V-1 sites. 
 
In the March 1, 2020, article, "Hitler's Buzz Bombs," published in Air Force Magazine, author John 
Correll writes that between August, 1943, and August, 1944, fourteen percent of all Allied heavy bomber 
sorties (about one-in-seven) were allocated to CROSSBOW targets—V-1 launch ramps on the French coast. 
The first successful V-1—"Vergeltungswaffe-1," or Vengeance Weapon-1—strike against London would 
come on June 13, 1944. Over the following seven weeks, 5,500 people would be killed, 16,000 would be 
injured, and more than a million would be evacuated, as the Germans launched more than 8,000 V-1 
strikes—nearly all against London. During the latter half of August, 1944, however, German units were 
forced to abandon the V-1 launch sites in France, as the Allied invasion army advanced. 
 
Following the August 27, 1943, mission targeting the Watten V-1 launch site, the contemporary synopsis 
for the 390th Bomb Group added only: 
 
 In general, the bombing results were termed fair. A majority of the crews stated there were hits in 
 the target area by their own bombs and those of other groups. Bombs were dropped from 16,000 
 feet. 
 
In The Mighty Eighth, Roger Freeman provides this assessment, from the VIII Bomber Command 
perspective: 
 
 These concrete structures were approached at altitudes as low as 14,000 ft to ensure accurate 
 bombing. The 368 2,000 lb bombs dropped by the 187 B-17s caused much more harm than 
 seemed apparent, the raid being well-timed while a great deal of the concrete was still wet.  
 
As with the Regensburg bomb run, 390th aircraft were selected for "real time" photography of the 
bombing results at Watten. The crew of Capt. James Pedersen, flying Miss Fortune on her second combat 
mission, carried the camera which took at least some of these photographs. As described previously, the 
camera was most likely a K-21 motion picture camera mounted just aft of the bomb bay and activated 
through trip wires attached to a bomb. The four photos shown (see page 9, top) are numbered "14-1," "14- 
5," "14-6," and "14-7" in the sequence, dated "27-8-43." The aircraft serial number "[4]23328," altitude 
"16,000," and target "Watten" are included in the caption for each photograph. 
 

* * * 
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As Roger Freeman writes: 
 
 On the last day of the month 
 [August, 1943] there seemed to be 
 a good chance of attacking 
 Luftwaffe depots and aircraft 
 component factories around  
 Paris. . . . 
 
For the Pedersen crew's next mission 
on August 31, the target was the  
S.N.C.A Du Nord ("Société 
nationale de constructions 
aéronautiques du Nord"; a predeces-
sor of present-day Airbus) aircraft 
assembly plant at Meulan-les-
Mureaux, France—on the Seine, 
twenty-three miles west-northwest 
of Paris. Twenty ("390th Missions 
Database") 390th aircraft were dis-
patched and, as on the Woensdrecht 
and Watten missions, all returned 
safely. The contemporary mission 
synopsis reports that, "No fighters 
attacked the group." From Bob 
Jesko (see page 4), we do have par-

tial copies from several mission folders, including that for the August 31 mission. The crew loading list 
includes twenty crews—five of these are original crews of the 568th Bomb Squadron—Dougherty, 
Skogmo, Pedersen, Parry, and Winant. Three of the nine original crew leaders—Tyson, Regan, and 
Shaver—had become POWs on the Regensburg mission. There is evidence that Wade Sneed and his 
crew, who had lost their aircraft to the waters of the Mediterranean, had returned to base by the 31st, but 
they would not fly again until September 6.  
 
The "390th Missions Database" indicates that the Pedersen crew flew their primary aircraft, Miss Fortune 
(serial number 42-3328) on August 31. The "Group Formation Flown" diagram from the mission folder 
identifies twenty aircraft, two of which were replaced by spares. Miss Fortune, as identified by the last 
three digits—328—of her serial number, does not appear on the diagram. Comparing the lists of aircraft 
as given on the diagram and in the Database, it appears that Miss Fortune has been mistakenly identified 
as aircraft 42-30330. This B-17 had been assigned to the 568th Bomb Squadron on August 4 and would 
be christened by Wade Sneed and crew as Blood, Guts and Rust II on their return to base. But she does 
not appear in the Missions Database for August 31. 
 
While the devil may well be in the details, the bottom line is taken from the contemporary August 31 
mission synopsis: 
 
 Clouds covering France prevented the group from dropping its bombs on the mission of 31  
 August . . . 
 
Owen Burgess and the Pedersen crew had flown three missions in August, 1943—no bombs had been 
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dropped on two missions, and no enemy aircraft had attacked the group on two missions. As Owen would 
likely have said: "Milk runs . . ." 
 

* * * 
 
September 2, 1943, was a Thursday, four days before the American Labor Day back home. From the 
contemporary mission synopsis, enemy airfields at Kerlin-Bastard and Vannes/Meucon, France, were the 
primary and secondary targets, respectively. Kerlin Bastard is about thirty-two miles due west of the 
present-day Meucon Airport, which serves the town of Vannes, located on the Gulf of Morbihan in the 
south of Brittany. Twenty-one crews are given on the loading list for the mission, but the Vance crew, 
569th Bomb Squadron, returned to base almost an hour before the mission flight. Their aircraft (-455-) 
does not appear on the Group Formation diagram or in the Mission Database, and must have been a spare. 
Capt. Pedersen, flying Miss Fortune, led the low squadron, and three other 568th Bomb Squadron 
crews—Dougherty, Winant, and Parry—flew low squadron as well. David Parry flew aircraft 42-30330, 
which would soon be adopted by Wade Sneed and crew as Blood, Guts and Rust II. It should be noted 
that the crew led by Gerald Richter, 571st Bomb Squadron, who had had the harrowing experience of 
nearly ditching Rick-o-Shay before reaching the Algerian coast on the Regensburg mission, had again 
flown Rick-o-Shay on the August 31 Meulan-les-Mureaux mission. The Richter crew also flew the 
September 2 mission, although in a different aircraft.  
 
Twenty-three 390th aircraft took off between 1416 H and 1428 H that early September afternoon, with 
three returning to base well before the mission flight, which landed between 1938 H and 2000 H that 
evening. The contemporary mission synopsis gives the now-familiar refrain: 
 
 Clouds over the continent again interfered with Eighth AAF operations on 2 September 1943. . . . 
 
 Due to undercast covering both primary and secondary, no bombs were dropped. No enemy 
 fighters were encountered. Meager and inaccurate flak was encountered . . .  
 
Owen Burgess and the other men of the Pedersen crew had now faced enemy fighter aircraft on one of 
four missions, and the crew had actually dropped bombs on target on one of four missions. But the "milk 
runs" would come to an abrupt end, and soon. . . . 
 

* * * 
 

In Masters of the Air (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2006), author Donald Miller begins the chapter 
titled, "Men at War," with an Eighth Air Force perspective on the events of Monday, September 6, 1943. 
The Commanding General of the Eighth Air Force at that time was Ira Eaker, whose promotion to 
Brigadier General, A.U.S. (A.C.) had become effective only five days before: 
 
 At the end of Ira Eaker's summer offensive, it appeared that the enemy was winning the war in the 
 skies over the Reich. For three weeks after the Regensburg-Schweinfurt mission the battered and 
 depleted Eighth Air Force did not venture beyond the protective umbrella of its fighter cover. 
 When it finally did, on September 6, the raid was one of the worst fiascoes in history. 
  A blanket of clouds hid the target, a ball bearing plant at Stuttgart, and the bombers began 
 circling the city aimlessly, wasting precious fuel, looking for breaks in the overcast while fighting 
 off the Luftwaffe. Over 230 of the 338 Fortresses dispatched to the target left Stuttgart with their 
 bomb bays filled. Their discouraged bombardiers dropped their excess weight randomly on 
 "targets of opportunity" on their way back to England. Near Paris, the red lights on the fuel gauges 
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 of some B-17s began to flicker and minutes later, bombers started to 
 go down into the English Channel. One of them was Tondelayo. 
  "To hit a wave broadside is very much like flying into a stone 
 wall," Elmer Bendiner [photo, right] recalled. Seconds later, torrents 
 of green-gray water came rushing into the plane and it began to sink, 
 but the men kept their composure and all managed to climb into the 
 bomber's two rubber dinghies. Nine hours later, a British rescue boat 
 picked up the ten waxen-faced crewmen. 
  Eleven other Forts had gone into the water, and by nightfall 
 the British had rescued the crews of all of them. On his return to 
 Kimbolton [home base, 379th Bomb Group], Bendiner learned that 
 forty-five Forts were lost in an attack that should have been called 
 back as soon as the bombers hit impossibly heavy weather over the 
 Continent, by which time seventy-six of the Fortresses had aborted. 
 There were costlier missions, but none aroused greater resentment 
 among the crews. Some airmen felt that lives had been sacrificed to 
 put on a good show for Gen. Hap Arnold [then-Commanding Gener- 
 al, Army Air Forces], who was in England that week pressuring Ira Eaker to once again "carry the 
 flag deep into Germany."  
 
Somewhat ironically, the promotion of LtCol. Edgar Wittan—the Commanding Officer of the 390th 
Bomb Group—to Colonel, A.U.S. (A.C.), became effective the day of the Stuttgart mission. From the 
Group Bombardier's post-mission report, the primary target was the roller (ball) bearing factory located in 
the city of Stuttgart, about 415 miles from the Framlingham base but 130 miles west of Regensburg. The 
secondary target was another factory located in the city proper; last resort was any industrial area that 
could be found. Tokyo tanks were loaded with an extra 500 gallons of fuel, and each aircraft carried five 
1,000-pound bombs. The loading list names twenty crews—including Pedersen, Winant, and the Wade 
Sneed crew, who would be in action for the first time in twenty days, since ditching their aircraft in the 
Mediterranean—of the original 568th Bomb Squadron. The Sneed crew flew aircraft 42-30289; Blood, 
Guts and Rust II was still to be christened. Twenty-four crews were briefed at 0300 H and were standing 
by their ships at 0400 H for takeoff. The lead ship took off at 0456 H, with twenty-two others airborne by 
0518 H. The Narrative Report states that four aircraft aborted, leaving twenty bombers to complete the 
mission.  
 
Owen Burgess and the Pedersen crew had encountered enemy fighters on only one of four previous 
missions. The Narrative Report paints a very different picture for the Stuttgart adventure: 
 
 From Strasbourg to P. T. [primary target] and back to German-French border enemy fighters, 40 
 in number, were seen, which averages of crew reports, showed consisted of 9 ME 109's, 6 FW 
 190's, 6 JU 88's [see photos, page 12, top], 6 ME 110's with some reports of flights of 5 ME 210's 
 and single JU 87's. . . . 21 determined attacks were made, one at three [o'clock], two at five, two at 
 seven, five at nine, three at ten, one at eleven, and six at twelve. . . . 
  JU 88, reported dark or black, ME 110 were silver, dark or black stripes like typhoon, ME 
 109's were all silver, yellow winged, green blue, silver tailed, bodies black and green with red 
 wing tips, with red stripes on tail and with an A/F insignia outlined in orange, FW 190's were 
 powder blue and white with yellow noses [possibly from JG 26 "Schlageter"], red nose, desert 
 colored, silver grey with red cowling, and white cowling with white stripes on vertical tail  
 surface. . . . 
  Several reports of ME 110's firing orange colored rocket projectiles, four to five from 
 single plane, which burned out 10 to 15 yards from turret but did not explode. . . . 
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  One crew reported air to air bombing, saying T. E. 
 [twin-engine] fighters dived in from above, peeled off 
 and left a puff of black smoke. Seemed to break dive at 
 100 to 200 feet above. 
 
And, 
 
 The group encountered flak at Stuttgart at 0944 hrs, 
 flying at an altitude of 23,000 ft. It was predicted barrage 
 type, very accurate and intense. On the route out while 
 still at an altitude of more than 20,000 ft, flak was 
 encountered . . . One abortive A/C [aircraft] at an altitude 
 of 8,000 ft, met intense accurate continuous following 
 barrage type fire at Doullens [France] time 0830. 
 
All twenty 390th aircraft that flew the mission returned 
safely that afternoon, with most of the Group returning to 
base by 1449 H. Four bombers that had landed at other 
English bases and had refueled were back by 1630H. 
Although all 390th aircraft returned, many others among 
the 388 that the "Mighty Eighth" had dispatched to 
Stuttgart that day were not so fortunate. The following 
gives a sampling of observations from the reports of the 

 returning 390th crews: 
 
 At 0952 hrs. a B-17 was observed in a spin with number 3 engine afire. 2 chutes were observed. 
 At approximately 1015 hrs. near Strasbourg at least 2 B-17's were observed heading in the 
 direction of Switzerland. No chutes were seen and the A/C seemed to be under control. At that 
 time the formation was at 23,000 ft. One crew reported 3 ships heading for Switzerland. At 48°00' 
 N, 08°30' E, a B-17 was observed going into a cloud with one engine smoking, followed by a FW 
 190. From the group in front of the 390th, one B-17 turned away just before reaching target and 
 went down in a spin near Rothwell [possibly, Rottweil]. Between the I.P. [initial point] and 
 Stuttgart a B-17 out of the 402nd Combat Wing high group was observed in flames. One chute 
 was seen as the A/C headed straight down. Five or six chutes were seen in the Stuttgart area. From 
 which A/C these chutes came was not ascertained. At Stuttgart a B-17 was observed with right 
 wing burning. 4 chutes were observed. This A/C was spinning as it disappeared through the 
 clouds. A total of 2 A/C, B-17's were seen to crash in the Stuttgart area. 15 miles southeast of 
 Stuttgart a B-17 with # 1 engine on fire was observed out of control diving toward the ground, 
 from 22,000 ft. 5 chutes were seen. Just after leaving the rally point a B-17 from 402nd Combat 
 Wing with # 4 engine afire flew all over the sky trying to extinguish the flame. 5 chutes were seen 
 and 6 additional chutes appeared thereafter before the A/C disappeared in the clouds. . . .  
 
And the narrative continued . . .  
 
The 390th Bomb Group had been assigned to VIII Bomber Command, 4th Bomb Wing, 402nd 
Provisional Combat Bombardment Wing (PCBW) at the time the Group became operational in the ETO 
in July, 1943. In the 402nd PCBW, the 390th flew with the 95th Bomb Group and the 100th Bomb Group, 
both of which had arrived in England earlier in 1943. One week after the Stuttgart mission, on September 
13, 1943, the 390th Bomb Group would officially be assigned, with the 95th and 100th Bomb Groups, as 
the 13th Combat Bombardment Wing, 3rd Bombardment Division, VIII Bomber Command.  

Top, Junkers JU 88 heavy fighter/bomber. Mid-
dle, Messerschmitt ME 210 fighter. Bottom, 
Junkers JU 87 Stuka dive bomber. 
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In Eighth Air Force history, the Stuttgart mission is referred to as VIII Bomber Command Mission 91. 
The 1st and 3rd Bombardment Divisions sent 338 B-17s to Stuttgart on Monday, September 6, 1943. 
Forty-five of those B-17s, or thirteen percent of the total—roughly one in eight aircraft—were lost. Two 
men were killed in action, and another 333 were missing in action on September 7.  
 
The airborne armada claimed ninety-eight enemy aircraft as "Destroyed." Thirteen of these were credited 
to the 390th. First Lieutenant Harry Gorden, Bombardier with the Pedersen crew aboard Miss Fortune, 
was officially credited "with DESTROYING a ME 109 on the mission to Stuttgart 6 September 1943." The 

only references to fighter 
escorts on the mission that 
appear in the 390th Narrative 
Report state: 
 
 P-47's observed on trip to 
 P. T. Near St. Quentin 
 [forty-five miles east of 
 Amiens] at 0830 four ME 
 109's were approaching 
 formation, but were driven 
 off by P-47's. On return 
 Spitfires picked up 
 formation in vicinity of 
 French coast.  
 
If these were the risks and 
the costs of the Stuttgart 

mission, what were the benefits? From the 390th Bomb Group perspective, the contemporary mission 
synopsis gives a succinct answer: 
 
 Intense clouds prevented the group from bombing the briefed targets at Stuttgart, but of the 24 
 A/C the group dispatched [four aborted, and one had to jettison its bomb load due to a bomb bay 
 door malfunction] 13 attacked targets of opportunity in Stuttgart, 1 attacked a target of opportunity 
 in Offenburg [sixty miles west-southwest of Stuttgart] and 5 attacked targets of opportunity not 
 definitely identified and with unobserved results. In general, bombing results were poor. 
 

* * * 
 

In The Mighty Eighth, author Roger Freeman assesses the effectiveness of the American heavy bombing 
effort against Germany over the summer of 1943: 
 
 Without doubt, throughout the summer of 1943, clouds afforded German industry its best defence 
 against attack from the American bombers, both by blanketing targets and dispersing the closely-
 knit formations. 
 
First Lieutenant Harry Gorden, Bombardier with the Pedersen crew, 568th Bomb Squadron, had 
destroyed an ME 109 on the Stuttgart mission. We know that Miss Fortune returned to base on the 
afternoon of September 6 with her bomb bay empty, but we also know that those bombs had not been 
dropped on either of the briefed targets in the city. Just which targets of opportunity Lt. Gorden had 
sighted, and to what effect, is unknown. That being the case, the Pedersen crew had now dropped bombs 
on two of their five missions, but only once had those bombs been directed at the primary or secondary 

The official memo crediting 1stLt. Harry Gorden, Bombardier with the James 
Pedersen crew, with destroying an ME 109 was dated September 13, 1943.  
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target. As Roger Freeman had summarized, clouds had afforded German industries, both in Germany and 
in occupied Holland and France, their best defense against Harry Gorden and the other bombardiers with 
the 390th. The second CROSSBOW mission targeting the secret V-1 facilities in Watten, France, on 
Tuesday, September 7, would be no different.  
 
Most of the 390th bombers had returned to base before 3:00 p.m. local time on September 6. Shortly 
before 6 p.m., the warning order and bomb loading for the next day's Watten mission was received. As 
before, each of the twenty-six available aircraft was loaded with two 2,000-pound bombs. Crews were 
awakened early for breakfast and their 0330 H briefing, with takeoff scheduled for 0555 H. Among them 
were the six remaining (of nine) original crews of the 568th Bomb Squadron, led by Kenneth Dougherty, 
Hiram Skogmo, James Pedersen, David Parry, John Winant, and Wade Sneed (see list below, left). The 
Sneed crew would fly aircraft 42-30330, soon to become known as Blood, Guts and Rust II, for the first 
of their six missions with her. With the exception of Capt. Pedersen's crew, these crews would fly the high 
squadron of the 390th formation, following Hiram Skogmo's lead (see diagram below, right). A seventh 
568th Squadron crew, that led by Clarence Strawn, was planned for the high squadron, but their aircraft 
aborted the mission. In the 402nd PCBW formation, the 100th Bomb Group would fall in behind the 
390th formation. Miss Fortune and the Pedersen crew would fill the slot at the rear of the lead squadron of 
the 100th (diagram below, right). Two other unidentified 390th aircraft also flew with the 100th 
formation. 
 

 
Between 0600 and 0623 H on the morning of September 7, the twenty-six ships, including five spares, 
took off for the French coast. Two aborted, three flew with the 100th Bomb Group, and a Group 
formation of twenty-one 390th aircraft flew over the target. As the Group Bombardier's post-mission 
report summed up the results: 
 
 The bombs were not dropped on the target when the lead bombardier failed to find the target and 
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 make a run on it. There were clouds on and near the target, making it difficult to observe. No 
 fighters were encountered and moderate flak. . . . 
 
 All ships returned their bombs to the base.  
 
However, the contemporary mission synopsis reports on the bombing results as follows: 
 
 Once again clouds over the continent prevented the group from bombing. . . . Three of our aircraft 
 [including Miss Fortune] which flew with the 100th Group did bomb, however, and observed hits 
 on the target and in the wooded area around the target. 
 
Although flak was reported as moderate, six bombers of the 390th lead squadron, and three more with 
Skogmo's high squadron, reported damage by flak. All 390th aircraft returned safely to base, with the last 
B-17 landing at 0946 H. Twenty-one came home with their bomb bays filled, and with their bombardiers 
discouraged. First Lieutenant Harry Gorden, Bombardier with the Pedersen crew, was not among this 
group of disappointed bombardiers, however.   
 

* * * 
 

One member of the Pedersen crew for whom we have had little biographical information until recently is 
Sergeant Daniel Bergin, who would survive the war as a POW. Born June 30, 1911, in Juanita, 
Pennsylvania, to William and Helen Bergin, his designated Emergency Addressee during the war was his 
wife, Mrs. Evelyn Bergin, 3102 Stimson Court, Cleveland, Ohio. He had apparently completed four years 
of high school and at some point had moved with his parents to Cleveland. At the age of thirty, he was 
working as a freight hand when he married Evelyn Klein of Cleveland on November 1, 1941. The home 
address that Evelyn Klein gave on their marriage license application, 3102 Stimpson, is the same as that 
which appears with Sgt. Bergin's Emergency Addressee designation. Pearl Harbor was attacked five 
weeks after Daniel Bergin and Evelyn Klein were married, and he enlisted as an Army Private on April 
25, 1942. We do not have access to his AAF training record, but he was not a member of Crew #10 with 
Sgts. Redding, Mateyak, Kohler, and Urban at the time of the March 18, 1943, training accident (see 
pages 2-3). About a month later, however, Daniel Bergin's name does appear, as Engineer/Top Turret 
Gunner, on the roster for the original 568th Bomb Squadron crew that would be led by Capt. James 
Pedersen. Here Daniel Bergin would join Robert Redding and Frank Grubb (Waist Gunners), Emil 
Mateyak (Tail Gunner), Anton Kohler (Ball Turret Gunner), and Michael Urban (Radio Operator) as the 
sixth enlisted member of the crew. 
 
On September 7, 1943, the same day that Daniel Bergin had flown with the Pedersen crew on their second 
CROSSBOW mission to Watten, 390th Headquarters issued Special Orders, Number 40. Item 12 read (see 
orders, page 16, top): 
 
 UP AR 615-5 as amended Pvt Daniel J Bergin 35303873, 568th Bomb Sq (H), is aptd [appointed] 
 temporary gr [grade] of Sgt.   
 
Barely one month later, on-or-soon-after October 8, Daniel Bergin's German captors would take note of 
his new rank in their records (see record, page 16): 
 
 Ku 231  Oct. 8, 1943 Fortress 
 Bergin, Daniel Joseph, Sgt.  born June 30, 1911 
   Ident. Tag:  35 303 873 
   Taken prisoner 
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Sgt. Daniel Bergin would 
serve most of the remaining 
nineteen months of the war 
against Germany as a POW 
at Stalag 17B, near present-
day Krems an der Donau, 
Austria, about forty miles 
west-northwest of Vienna. 
According to a War 
Department report on the 
camp prepared in November, 
1945, a transcript of which is 
available on the website for 
the 392nd Bomb Group, 
"The treatment at Stalag 17B 
was never considered good, 
and was at times even 
brutal." The same report also 
states that on April 8, 1945, 
one month before the 
German surrender, 4,000 
POWs from Stalag 17B 
began a 281-mile march to 
Branau, Austria, which took 
eighteen days under extreme-
ly harsh conditions. The relo-

cated men were liberated on May 3, 1945. Sgt. Bergin was repatriated and returned to Cleveland/-
Cuyahoga County, where he worked as a truck driver for at least some of that time. Daniel and his wife 
Evelyn, divorced at some point either during or after the war, were remarried in October, 1951. Daniel 
Bergin died of lung cancer at age fifty-nine, on April 29, 1970, and was buried in a Cleveland public 
cemetery.   
 

* * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


